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Quantitative study of Al-Si ordering in an orthoclase feldspar
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Abstract
For certain crystal orientationsand difraction conditions,electron-inducedcharacteristic X-ray emissionproducesanomalousintensitiesas a result of electronchanneling.These
intensities can be used to determine directly the chemical compositions of specific
crystallographicsiteswithin individual crystals.We have used this channelingmethod to
determinethe Al-Si ordering in gem orthoclasefrom Ampandrandava,Madagascar'We
find that 71 atomic percent of the Al occupiesthe Tl site, in agreementwith the values
derivedfrom standardX-ray powder diffractiondata.
Introduction
Over the years much attention has been given to the
structural state of feldspars and thus to the determination
of Al and Si ordering. Such ordering is kinetically controlled and so is a sensitive indicator of the thermal
history ofthe feldspar.It is also the basisfor understanding subsolidusphaserelationshipsfor plagioclase.However, the similar X-ray scatteringamplitudesof Al and Si
make it extremely dfficult to determine the degree of
orderingdirectly. The problem is especiallysevereif one
of the speciesis presentat low concentrations.
X-ray and neutron diffractionhave been usedto determine ordering(Fischerand Zehme, 1967;Brown, Hamilton, Prewitt and Sueno, 1971;Stewart and Wright, 1974;
Ribbe, 1975;Stewart, 1975),but they have limitations.
The X-ray determinationsare basedon bond lengths and
are thus indirect, and the single crystal methods also
require considerable time and effort. The data are averagedover relativelylargevolumesofcrystal, ofthe order
of l0l5 unit cellsfor singlecrystal X-ray resultsand many
more unit cells for neutron data. Smith (1974)reviews
some of the problems encountered when using such
averaged data to quantify Al-Si ordering. Electron diffraction theoretically can also be used to determine
ordering, but dynamical effectspreclude reliable quantitative intensity measurements.However, there is another,
more direct way that ordering can be determined.
In the transmissionelectron microscope(TEM) a focussedelectronbeam can be usedto generatesecondary
X-ray emissionfrom a sample;solid state detectorsare
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commonly utilized to monitor this radiation and thus
perform chemicalanalysesof small volumes of crystal.
TEMs with X-ray detectors are becoming increasingly
widespread.In this paper we demonstratehow such
instrumentationcan be used to determinethe concentrations of particularatomson specificcrystallographic.sites
in volumesof crystalscontainingbetween10aand 106unit
cells. The emphasisis on the experimentalprocedures.
It is possible to use a crystal structure to modulate
electronwavesthrough the crystal in such a way that Xray emission is enhancedfrom only certain crystallographicsites(TaftO, 1979).The result is that the electron
wave field can be "tuned" so that the emitted X-ray
intensitiesand, thus, atomic occupanciescan be determined for specifiedelementsresidingon particular sites'
Moreover, theseintensitiescan be calibratedagainstthe
emittedintensitiesof other elementsin the crystal, which
thus can serveas an internal standard.The result is that
by using ALcHEMI (atom /ocation by channeling-enhancedmicroanalysis)it is possibleto determineeither
major or minor element abundanceson one or more
crystallographicsitesin a given mineral.Site occupancies
in many types of crystal structures can thus be measured
directly and, in many cases,rapidly for crystal volumes
that are many orders of magnitude smaller than is possible by any other technique.The method has the advantages of being independentof existing meansfor determining Al-Si ordering and of being free of any adjustable
parameters.It requiresno externalstandards,and it can
be used to determineconcentrationsdown to 0.1 atomic
percent and so can be used for both major and minor
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elements.Furthermore,as in this paper,it can be usedto
distinguishbetweenneighboringelementsin the periodic
table.
ALcHEMT
has been used to locate V and Ti at concentrations as low as 0. I atomic percent in spinels (Taft|,
1982)and Mn and Ni in olivine (Taft/ and Spence,1982).
In the presentpaper we demonstratethe use of ar-cHr,vr
for determiningthe Al-Si orderingin an orthoclasecrystal. We have obtaineddirect measurementsof site populations from areas of crystals that are several hundred
angstromsin diameter and have shown that in our gem
orthoclase71 atomicpercentof the Al atomsresideon the
Tl site.
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given crystallographic direction of the incident electron
beam.The phenomenonof enhancementof X-ray intensity is well understood,and so the intensity distribution
within the crystal unit cell can, in principle,be calculated
by many-beamdynamicalcalculations.For that purpose
it is necessaryto know accuratelythe thicknessdistribution of the specimenover the electron-illuminatedarea,
the exact crystallographicdirectionof the incidentbeam,
and the probability of diffuse scatteringout of the Bragg
beams.However, these parametersare not easily determined.
As an alternativeto calculationfrom first principles,it
is possibleto use an empiricalapproachto determinethe
intensityofthe wave field on the crystallographicsitesof
interest.This determinationis done by comparingthe Xray signals generatedby atoms with known crystallographicposition in the structure(the referenceatoms)to
the signalsfrom the atoms of interest.In the exampleof
orthoclase, the Al and Si signals are calibrated with
respect to the K signals. By use of this empirical approach, no adjustableparametersare involved in the
interpretation.In order to use this procedureit is necessary to find a crystal orientation such that there is
physical coincidence between the projected crystallographicsitesofinterest and thoseofthe referencearoms.
Grains of the mineral of interest must then be tilted so
that the directionof the incidentelectronbeamis perpendicular to the selectedorientation.The tilting procedure
is identicalto that done for high-resolutionimaging(e.g.,
Buseckand lijima, 1974).

The ar,cnnur technique
An electronbeam (and associatedplane wave) that is
incident on a crystal that is oriented to produce Bragg
diffraction builds up a modulated intensity over the
crystal unit cell. This modulationresults from the interference between the incident and the Bragg-reflected
beam within the crystal and produces the enhanced
characteristicX-ray emission on which the ALcHEMT
method is based.Dependingon the crystallographicdirection of the incident beam, the resulting modulated
intensity pattern may have an intensity maximum on a
particularcrystal site. This intensity maximumgives rise
to an anomalouslyhigh production of X-rays. Such an
enhancedemissionand orientation dependenceof secondary signalshas beenobservedfor a variety ofprimary
radiations: neutrons (Knowles, 1956), electrons (Duncumb, 1962),X-rays (Batterman, 1964).By using slight
The sample
changesin crystal orientations,the atom populationsat
different sites can be measured.The orientation depenFor study we selecteda sampleof gem quality orthodenceof the electron-inducedcharacteristicX-ray emis- clase that is clear, colorlessand shows no evidenceof
sion, which we utilize in this study, has been treated in twinning in thin sectionand by electrondiffraction.The
detail by Cherns,Howie and Jacobs(1973).
specimen,from Ampandrandava,Madagascar,was origIn er-cHr,rvlr
it is convenientto orient the crystal so that inally suppliedby Ward's ScientificEstablishment,which
the first reflection along a systematic row in the diffrac- indicatedthe locality and gave Lacroix (1922)as a refertion pattern is strongly excited. This condition can be ence.Lacroix describesgemorthoclasefrom Madagascar
understoodqualitativelyfrom two-beam considerations, pegmatitesin granitic rocks, but does not mention Amwhere only two Bloch waves are excited (Tatt6, 1979). pandrandava.We presumethat our crystal, like the ones
The intensity of the electron wave field can then be describedby Lacroix, comesfrom a pegmatite.
expressedas a sum of the intensities of these Bloch
Electron microprobeanalysisindicatesthe orthoclase
waves, and the period of these waves is equal to the composition (percent by weight) as: K2O 15.32,Na2O
repeatdistancein the projectedstructure corresponding 0.87, Fe2O30.32, SiO2 65.00, and Al2O3 18.21.This
to the excited reflection.One of the Bloch waves has its corresponds to a formula of (K.esNa.oa)(Al
eeFeor
intensitymaximain the regionof largestprojectedcharge Si30l)O8.Its cell dimensionswere measuredby powder
density (in the direction parallel to the incident electron X-ray diffraction using CuKa radiation, a KCI internal
beam);the other Bloch wave has its maximahalf a repeat standard,and a Guinier camera.The results, basedon a
distancefrom the first one. These are standing waves least squares fit using 14 reflections and monoclinic
and, if the maxima correspondto the locationsof atoms constraints. arei a : 8.553(9)4, b : 12.982(7)A,c :
ofspecial interest,then chemicalanalysisofspecific sites 7.197Q)4, I = 116.02",in substantialagreementwith
is possible.
published cell parameters (e.g., Stewart and Wright,
In order to develop the quantitative relationshipbe- 1974).The optical perfecrionand transparency,the electween X-ray intensity and element concentrationit is tron microprobeanalyses,and the sharpnessofthe X-ray
important to know the intensity of the electron wave reflectionsall indicate a lack of compositionalzoning.
field, averagedover thickness,at the sitesofinterest for a Thus, on all countsit looks like a good orthoclasesample.
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Fig. 1. X-ray emissionspectrafor two positionsofthe crystalaroundthe (0k0)planarorientation.Number ofcounts (N) is plotted
vs. X-ray emissionenergy(E). (a) The incidentelectronbeamis parallelto the (020)planes.(b) The anglebetweenthe incidentbeam
and the (020)planesis -10 mrad.

Experimental
The specimenwas preparedfor electron microscopy by grinding in a mortar, and the resulting grains were dispersed on a
copper grid covered with a holey carbon film. Thin, wedgeshaped crystals less than 1000A thick were studied using a
Philips 400T electron microscopeequippedwith a Tracor Northern energy dispersiveX-ray analyzer. The primary energy of the
electrons was 100keV and the divergenceof the incident beam
about I mrad, resulting in a highly parallel incident electron
beam. The beam diameter was roughly 1000A. Planar cases
(systematicrows) were studied,i.e., the crystal was orientedso
that, to the extentpossible,only Braggreflectionfrom one set of
planes occurred. Measurementslasting five minutes yielded
between13.000and 30.000countson each ofAl. Si. and K.
The electron-channelingetrect is greatest for crystal orientations near those yielding strong Bragg reflections and at low
scatteringangles.For weak reflections, such as were usedfor the
orthoclase measurements,it is particularly important to maximizethe efect by usingan orientationcloseto, but not exactlyat
the Bragg angle. For this study, anglesof a few mrad from the
critical Bragg angleswere used.
Kikuchi lines were used for critical orientationof the crystal
and for measuringtilt angles.The positions of the Kikuchi lines
in diffraction patternscorrespondto incident beamdirections for
which the Bragg reflection position is fulfilled. Thus, an hkl spot
is at the exact Bragg reflecting position when it lies on the
corresponding/rkl Kikuchi line. By tilting the crystal so that the
Kikuchi line moves to a position betweenthe direct beamand the
diffraction spot, the angle between the incident beam and the
Braggreflectingplanesis smallerthan the Braggangle;when the

crystal is tilted in the opposite direction this angle becomes
largerthan the Braggangle.
Figure la showsan X-ray emissionspectrumobtainedwith the
incident electron beam exactly parallel to the (0*0) orthoclase
planes.Figure lb shows a spectrumfrom the samearea, but with
the crystal tilted slightly so that the angle between the (020)
planes and the incident beam is about l0 mrad; this angle is
measuredfrom the shift in position of the Kikuchi lines. The
intensity of the Ka line of potassiumis twice as large in Figure lb
as in Figure la, whereasthe intensitiesof the I(a lines of Al and
Si are essentially unchanged. Clearly, there is an orientation
dependencefor the K intensity, relative to that for Al and Si'
Figure 2 shows two spectra from one area, but with the
incident beam nearly parallel to the (ft00) planes. The correspondingditrraction patterns are also inserted. In Figure 2a the
angle, di, between the (/r00) planes and the incident beam is
slightly smaller than the Bragg anglefor the first reflection along
a*, the 200reflection,i.e., &< 02so.In Figure2b the orientation
is changeda few mrad so that 0; > d266.
In order to evaluate the magnitudeof the electron channeling
effect, comparisonsare madeto referencespectraproducedfrom
the same areas of crystal as were used for the channeling
measurements.The reference spectraare obtained by tilting the
crystal so that no strong Bragg reflectionsare excited, i.e., so
that as close as possible to a uniform (non-modulated)intensity
distribution of incident electrons results across the unit cell.
Special care must be taken to orient the crystals so that no
reflections close to 000 and none of the /200systematicsout to
about the tenth order are excited. Obtaining good reference
spectra is especially important for the 200 planar case of orthoclase, where the channelingeffect is relatively weak. In this case
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Fig. 2. X-ray emissionspectrafor two positionsof the crystal aroundthe (100)planarorientation.(a) 0i < dr*. (b) 0i > 02oo.
The
ditrractionconditionsunder which the spectrawere taken are shownby portionsofthe respectiveelectrondiffractionpatternsin (c)
and (d), where the positionsof the Kikuchi lines can be seenand those correspondingto the 200 Braggreflectionsare indicated.

especially,it is also important to use tilting angleswithin a few
degreesof the channelingorientation;otherwisethe changein
geometry,relative to the X-ray detector,producesdifferentXray absorptioneffectsthat can perturb the results.

determined from the experiment. The two spectra in
Figure 1 show no significant differences in the ratios
between the Ka lines of the Al and Si, which indicates
that either (a) there is complete disorder between Al and
Si, or (b) the wave fields on the Tl and T2 siteshave the
Discussion
samerelative changesin going from the diffraction condiFigure I demonstratesa clear dependenceon the tion used in Figure la to the one used in Figure lb.
incident beam direction for the yield of electron-induced
The crystal orientations used to obtain Figure 2 result
X-ray emission.However, the crystalorientationusedfor in decreasedX-ray intensitiesof the potassiumKa line,
Figure I is not suitable for determining the Si ordering; as well as noticeable differencesin the relative Al and
Si
the wave-fieldintensitieson Tl and T2, the two crystallo- intensities for the two tilting positions. It is the latter
graphic sites where the Al and Si reside, cannot be etrect that indicates Al-Si ordering. The
explanation can
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Fig. 3. Relation between the orthoclase crystal structure and
the electron-channeling etrect. (a) The orthoclase structure,
projected along [001]. The atomic coordinatesare from Wyckoff
(l%3). The largeopenand shadedcirclesrepresentthe positions
of the oxygenand K atoms,respectively,and the smallopenand
filled circles represent Tl and T2, respectively. (b) The same
projection as in (a), but showing only the positions of K and the
Tl and T2 sites.Note that the K and the T2 sites,while slightly
staggered,lie almost along (200)planes(marked by arrows A and
A') and that these planes are midway between the (200) planes
that contain the Tl sites (arrow B). (c) Plot of wave'field
intensity vs. atomic position along a sin B. The solid line
representsthe wave field modulation for Q < 0266and the dotted
line for 4 > 0zoo.The arrows mark the positions correspondingto
those indicated in Flg. 3b. The nature of the sine modulation
minimizes the efects of the slight displacementbetween the T2
sites and K atoms along given (2fi)) planes.
be seen from Figure 3a, which is a projection along [001]
and so illustrates the positions of both the (020) planes,
used to obtain Figure I, and the (2fi)) planes, used for
Figure 2. It is evident that the K and the T2 sites
practically coincide along the (200) planes (Fig. 3b). Thus,
for the orientation used in Figure 2, the wave field, which
is modulated only along [00], is essentially the same on

the K atoms and the T2 sites. Figure 3c quantitatively
indicates the way in which the wave field, averagedover
(for an
thickness, is modulated for 01< ft66 and & > 02go
explanationsee Taft/, 1979).
For a crystal orientation where the (200) planes are
nearly parallel to the incident electron beam, the projected chargedensity is largest along the planeswhere the T2
sites and the K atoms are located. One of the Bloch
waves (here called no. l) has its intensity maxima located
along the T2 and K sites, and this Bloch wave is strongly
excited when Q < 4oo. The other Bloch wave (no. 2) has
its intensity maxima located at the Tl sites and is excited
when di > 0zoo.Thus, the observed decreasein intensity
of the Kc line of potassium, relative to the Ka line of Si
and Al, on changingfrom di < 4oo to &> kw in Figure 2
is consistent and as predicted. The Ka line of Al increases,relative to the Kc line of Si, on changingfrom 0i
< &oo to 0i > km. It follows from the above argument
that Al has a stronger preferencethan Si for the Tl sites.
The relatively small changes of intensities in the two
spectraof Figure 2 are a consequenceof the fact that the
2fi) reflection is weak in orthoclase.
A quantitative site analysiswith respectto Al-Si ordering can be performed for the crystal orientations used for
Figure 2 without the need of calculating the intensity
distribution in the crystal unit cell. Let 1*1be the intensity, integrated over time and thickness, for a uniform
(nonmodulated)distribution of incident electronsover the
unit cell. Then the number of X-ray counts from Al,
N,{.rer, from Si, Nsi,*r, and from K, Ns,."1, is:
N41,1g1 =

k4/1g1

Nsi,r"r = ksi/."r
N6.p61

=

k6fr61

(l)

(2)
(3)

where k61,ksi and k6 are three constants that depend on
the efficiency ofthe spectrometerand the concentrations
of the different elements. In addition' for those orientations where there is a modulated intensity over the unit
cell, let /r be the intensity of the wave field of the incident
electronson the T I site averagedover the thicknessof the
crystal in the direction of the electron beam, and let 12be
the intensity of the thickness-averagedwave field on the
T2 site (and thus also on the K atoms). Then
Na1 : ckal/1 + (l - a)ker4

(4)

where c is the fraction of Al atoms on the Tl site and
consequently l-c is the fraction of Al atoms on the T2
site. Orthoclase contains Al:Si in the ratio of 1:3. Therefore. the fraction of Si atoms on the Tl site has to be
(2-a)13 and on the T2 site (l+a)/3. Thus

*,,=(+)ksy',+( , )"*

(5)

The K atoms only experience the intensity 12and so
N6 : ks/2

(6)
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From these six equationsksi, kar, kr., 11,I2and 1r"1can b€
eliminated; solving for a:
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Table l. The fraction. a. of Al on the Tl sites as determinedfrom
replicateALcHEMT
measurements
tr(

tlt
lleasurmnt
no.

(7)
I

2

t'

1

Equation 7 indicates that the ordering between Al and
Si can be determined from two spectra, one taken under
diffraction conditions that produce a modulated electron
wave field over the projected unit cell and the other a
referencespectrum with a uniform intensity over the unit
cell.
Seven sets of measurementswere made. The intensities of the Ka lines of AI, Si and K were integrated over
13 channels,each of width l0 eV, and the background
was subtracted.The resultsare shown in Table l. Based
on the counting statistics,the inaccuraciesin a for each
measurementare typically +l.SVo. The actual spreadin
the results shows greater scatter, which may result from
the excitation ofaccidental reflectionswhen obtaining the
spectra. Such accidental reflections may produce slightly
different intensities on the T2 sites and the K atoms for
the casewhere the wave field is modulated, and they may
produce a slightly modulated (non-uniform) intensity for
the referencecase. Although minor, loss of K atoms as a
result of electron irradiation may also occur. The above
are not systematic errors; nonetheless,their efforts can
be minimized by taking paired tilting measurementsand
by randomizing the point in the sequence where the
reference spectra are obtained. In these ways the effects
ofaccidental reflections tend to cancel, and the influence
of possibleK loss is minimized. For example,the effect of
progressiveK loss will afect $L
(Table l) differently,
l\ K,ref
dependingon whetherNK or NK,rc1oremeasuredfirst; by
changing the sequencethe effects tend to cancel when
dealing with the average value of a.
The errors described above can be ignored for many
minerals. However, the channeling effect is relatively
weak for the (ft00) planar case in orthoclase, and special
care had to be taken. A weak systematic error occurs
because the T2 sites and the K atoms do not coincide
exactly (Fig. 3). This lack of coincidence results in an
underestimation of the ordering, but because the wave
field varies slowly over the unit cell when low index
reflectionsare excited, this error is estimatedto influence
a by only about lVo.
There is an additional source of error that may arise
whenever X-ray spectra are obtained using an electron
microscope. Depending on their distribution, it is always
possible that other dispersedfeldspar grains on the TEM
support grid may absorb X-rays from the sample that is
being studied. It is therefore necessary to repeat the
experiment several times for diferent geometricalconfig-
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urations in order to determine the value about which the
parameterunder study converges.
Apart from the two extreme measurementsin Table l.
the values of a are between 68Voand 74Vo.Based on the
averagevaluesand the spreadin a, we concludethatTlVo
with a probable range of t3Vo of the Al atoms occupy the
Tl site. The sharpness of the X-ray difiractions also
suggest a uniformity in ordering, consistent with the
conclusion that the spread in the elcnEul results are
experimental rather than the result of zoning.
We determined the unit cell parameters of the crystal
after completing the quantitative analysis of er-cHrrur
data. Using the relationship between the lattice parameters and the Al-Si ordering suggestedby Phillips and
Ribbe (1973),the fraction of Al occupying the Tl site is
72+2Vo,in excellent agreementwith what we obtained by
the more direct ercHeMr technique. The D-c plot of
Stewart and Wright (1974)indicates that 78'r2Voof the Al
atoms occupy the Tl site. The indicated errors of -+2Vo
are estimated solely from our X-ray data. The Stewart
and Wright plot also yields an index of strain, Aa, of 0.03;
this is less than their threshold for strained feldspars,
suggestingthat the Ampandrandava orthoclase is relatively unstrained.
In conclusion,the ercneur method provides a result
for Al-Si ordering in our orthoclasethat is consistentwith
data derived from measurements made by X-ray and
neutron difraction. Moreover, the nlcneur method is
basedon X-ray emissionand so provides an independent
method of measuringAl-Si ordering. It can be performed
directly and on volumes that are far smaller than are
possible by the other methods. Future experiments of
possible interest are the determination of ordering in
zoned crystals, in samplesthat have been heated experimentally, and in critical samples(e.g., low albite and
"ideal" orthoclase) where difraction data have yielded
results whose interpretation is problematical. Also of
potential interest is the site allocation of minor elements.
For example, we observed an Fe signal from the orthoclase, but in order to obtain good statistics longer counting times will be required than we used.
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